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KnowledgeKnowledge--based lexical disambiguationbased lexical disambiguation

•• Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) consists in consists in 
examining word tokens and specifying exactly examining word tokens and specifying exactly 
which which sensesense of each of each wordword is being used;is being used;

•• A A wordword is usually disambiguated along with a is usually disambiguated along with a 
portion of the text in which it is embedded (its portion of the text in which it is embedded (its 
contextcontext););

•• External External lexical resourceslexical resources are often used in are often used in 
WSDWSD



KnowledgeKnowledge--based lexical disambiguationbased lexical disambiguation

•• The The WordNetWordNet ontologyontology as external lexical as external lexical 
resource; developed at Princeton University: resource; developed at Princeton University: 
http://http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/~wnwww.cogsci.princeton.edu/~wn//

•• It is based on It is based on synsetssynsets (set of synonyms defining a (set of synonyms defining a 
lexical concept), connected by various semantic lexical concept), connected by various semantic 
relations such as:relations such as:

•• SynonymySynonymy
•• HypernymyHypernymy ((is_ais_a); Hyponymy (vice versa)); Hyponymy (vice versa)
•• MeronymyMeronymy ((part_ofpart_of))
•• ......

•• A A polysemicpolysemic lexemelexeme belongs to more belongs to more synsetssynsets



KnowledgeKnowledge--based lexical disambiguationbased lexical disambiguation

•• CorpusCorpus--basedbased lexical disambiguation systemslexical disambiguation systems
•• KnowledgeKnowledge--basedbased lexical disambiguation systemslexical disambiguation systems

ProblemProblem: not always a corpus is available: not always a corpus is available
AimAim: to use knowledge to disambiguate anyway: to use knowledge to disambiguate anyway

e.g. e.g. NounNoun Sense DisambiguationSense Disambiguation using mainly: using mainly: 
Conceptual DensityConceptual Density and and 
WordNet sense frequencyWordNet sense frequency

AdjectiveAdjective, , VerbVerb and and AdverbAdverb Sense Sense 
Disambiguation using: Disambiguation using: WordNet DomainsWordNet Domains



KnowledgeKnowledge--based lexical disambiguationbased lexical disambiguation

1.1. Select the Select the nounsnouns in the contextin the context
E.g. E.g. SensevalSenseval--33 competition: competition: www.senseval.orgwww.senseval.org

““BrakesBrakes howled and a howled and a hornhorn blared furiously, butblared furiously, but
the the manman would have been hit if Phil hadnwould have been hit if Phil hadn’’t calledt called
out to him a out to him a secondsecond beforebefore””

2. 2. Build subhierarchiesBuild subhierarchies
3. 3. Compute densitiesCompute densities
4. 4. Assign the sense with highest CD to the nounAssign the sense with highest CD to the noun

(when possible)(when possible)



KnowledgeKnowledge--based lexical disambiguationbased lexical disambiguation

1.1. We start We start building subhierarchiesbuilding subhierarchies by considering the by considering the wordword’’s s 
sensessenses and the paths connecting those senses to the root and the paths connecting those senses to the root 
synsetsynset

2.2. Then we find the Then we find the roots of subhierarchiesroots of subhierarchies: nodes from : nodes from 
which only one sense of the word can be reached which only one sense of the word can be reached 

3.3. Finally, we add the Finally, we add the context wordscontext words’’ paths, if they fall within paths, if they fall within 
the subhierarchiesthe subhierarchies

Synset representing 
a sense of the word 

to disambiguate

Root of a 
subhierarchy

Synset 
representing a 

sense of a 
context word



KnowledgeKnowledge--based lexical disambiguationbased lexical disambiguation

E.g. E.g. brakebrake (4 senses) with (4 senses) with context wordscontext words: : {horn, man, second}{horn, man, second}

Subhierarchy for sense 1:
M=9, nh=21
CD=90.10*(9/21)log 1=1.25

Subhierarchy for sense 2:
M=1, nh=1, CD=1

Subhierarchy for sense 3:
M=1, nh=1, CD=1

Subhierarchy for sense 4:
M=1, nh=5
CD=10.10*(1/5)log 4=0.07



KnowledgeKnowledge--based lexical disambiguationbased lexical disambiguation

•• Some results:Some results:

precisionprecision (nouns): (nouns): ~82% (~82% (SemCorSemCor corpus)corpus)
~74% (~74% (SensevalSenseval corpus)corpus)

recallrecall (nouns):(nouns): ~60% (~60% (SemCorSemCor corpus)corpus)
~51% (~51% (SensevalSenseval corpus)corpus)

precisionprecision (adjectives): (adjectives): ~73% (~73% (SemCorSemCor corpus)corpus)
~66% (~66% (SensevalSenseval corpus)corpus)

recallrecall (adjectives):(adjectives): ~57% (~57% (SemCorSemCor corpus)corpus)
~51% (~51% (SensevalSenseval corpus)corpus)

•• Integration with corpusIntegration with corpus--based WSD systemsbased WSD systems
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WebWeb--based lexical disambiguation based lexical disambiguation 

•• ProblemProblem: : knowledge acquisition bottleneck (sample knowledge acquisition bottleneck (sample 
size is too small) for WSDsize is too small) for WSD

•• AimAim: to use web redundancy to disambiguate : to use web redundancy to disambiguate 
nounsnouns using modifier using modifier adjectivesadjectives (web hits) (web hits) 



WebWeb--based lexical disambiguation based lexical disambiguation 

WebWeb--based based algorithmalgorithm for for 
adjectiveadjective--noun lexical patternsnoun lexical patterns

1. 1. Select the adjective Select the adjective aa before before ww

2. 2. For each For each wwk k , synonym , synonym ssikik , , hypernymhypernym (or hyponym) (or hyponym) hhjkjk

compute: compute: ffSS(a,s(a,sikik)) and and ffSS(a,h(a,hjkjk))

3. 3. Assign a weight to each Assign a weight to each wwkk (combining the results of 2.) (combining the results of 2.) 
using a given formula using a given formula FF

4. 4. Select the Select the wwkk with the highest weightwith the highest weight



WebWeb--based lexical disambiguation based lexical disambiguation 

E.g. Senseval-3: 
“A faint crease appeared between the man’s eyebrows”

crease1={fold, crease,bend,…}
crease2={wrinkle,crease,line,…}
crease3={kris,crease,creese}

hypernyms:
h1={angular shape,angularity}
h2={depression,impression,imprint}
h3={dagger,sticker}



WebWeb--based lexical disambiguation based lexical disambiguation 



WebWeb--based lexical disambiguation based lexical disambiguation 

Searching on the Web for the lexical patternsSearching on the Web for the lexical patterns

sense 1sense 1: : 
((faint,foldfaint,fold), (), (faint,bendfaint,bend), ), ……
(faint, angular shape), ((faint, angular shape), (faint,angularityfaint,angularity))
sense 2sense 2: : 
((faint,wrinklefaint,wrinkle), (), (faint,linefaint,line), ), ……
(faint, depression), ((faint, depression), (faint,impressionfaint,impression), (), (faint,imprintfaint,imprint))
sense 3sense 3::
((faint,krisfaint,kris), (), (faint,creesefaint,creese))
(faint, dagger), ((faint, dagger), (faint,stickerfaint,sticker))



WebWeb--based lexical disambiguation based lexical disambiguation 

•• Formulae based on:Formulae based on:
weight averageweight average
weight maximumweight maximum
similarity measures similarity measures (mutual information, relative entropy, (mutual information, relative entropy, ……))

•• Some Some resultsresults::
4% gain in recall4% gain in recall

16% gain in precision (over the words not disambiguated)16% gain in precision (over the words not disambiguated)
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WebWeb--based lexical pattern extraction based lexical pattern extraction 

(mining the web for sense discrimination patterns)(mining the web for sense discrimination patterns)

polysemic word w

sense
corpora

synonyms for sense 
senses of Wordnet synset

snippets

lexical pattern 
selection

search 
engine

web



WebWeb--based lexical pattern extraction based lexical pattern extraction 

(mining the web for sense discrimination patterns)(mining the web for sense discrimination patterns)

σ
µff

S P
P

−
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1. 1. StrengthStrength of the lexical pattern P:of the lexical pattern P:

ffPP : frequency of : frequency of PP in the sense corpusin the sense corpus
ffµµ : average frequency of all lexical patterns in the corpus : average frequency of all lexical patterns in the corpus 
σσ : standard deviation: standard deviation

2. 2. Internal dispersionInternal dispersion of the lexical pattern of the lexical pattern PP::
Does PDoes P occur in the occur in the contextcontext of of allall the synonyms of a the synonyms of a sensesense of of ww ??
Sense relevantSense relevant !!

3. 3. External dispersionExternal dispersion of the lexical pattern of the lexical pattern PP::
Does PDoes P occur in just occur in just oneone sense corpussense corpus of of ww ??
Sense relevant Sense relevant !!
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Question answering Question answering 

E.g. CLEFE.g. CLEF--05 competition: 05 competition: www.clefwww.clef--campaign.orgcampaign.org
““Who is Silvio Berlusconi?Who is Silvio Berlusconi?””

Possible answers:Possible answers:
Italian Prime MinisterItalian Prime Minister
Italian PremierItalian Premier
Business TycoonBusiness Tycoon
ItalyItaly’’s richest persons richest person
Leader of Forza ItaliaLeader of Forza Italia
MilanMilan’’s presidents president
MediasetMediaset’’s managing directors managing director
... other answer could be added (even if occurring with ... other answer could be added (even if occurring with 
less redundancy on the web...)less redundancy on the web...)



CrossCross--language QA: language QA: 
multimulti--translator integration translator integration 

E.g. CLEFE.g. CLEF--03 (it03 (it--eses): ): ““CheChe cosacosa significasignifica la la siglasigla CEE?CEE?””
(What does the acronym EEC mean?)(What does the acronym EEC mean?)

Four translators:Four translators:

1. 1. ¿¿QuQuéé significasignifica la la siglasigla CEE?CEE?
2. 2. ¿¿QuQuéé cosacosa significasignifica siglassiglas el EEC?el EEC?
3. 3. ¿¿QuQuéé significasignifica la CEE de la la CEE de la abreviaciabreviacióónn??
4. 4. ¿¿QuQuéé cosacosa significasignifica la pone la la pone la siglasigla CEE?CEE?



CrossCross--language QA: language QA: 
multimulti--translator integration translator integration 

1. Double-Translation method (it’->es->it”)
Best t: ti with the greatest similarity (it’, it”)

2. Word-count method (exploits the redundancy of
terms in all the Ts)
Best t: ti with the greatest number of words in common



CrossCross--language QA: language QA: 
multimulti--translator integration translator integration 

?? DiceDice formula:formula:

?? CosineCosine formula:formula:
f(i,j)=freq(i,j) / max(freq(i,j))

T1: Simt1t2 + Simt1t3 + Simt1t4

T2: Simt2t1 + Simt2t3 + Simt2t4

...
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CrossCross--language QA: language QA: 
multimulti--translator integration translator integration 

40%72%42%64%70%Baseline

61%DtCos3-G

64%61%DtDice3-G

58%

58%

Measure

61%DtDice2-G
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LocationOrganizationPersonDate
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IR and categorization IR and categorization 

Transition point indexing reduction techniqueTransition point indexing reduction technique

IR system uses a term reduction process based on the
Transition Point technique (~ Zip law of word
frequency): mid term frequency terms are closely
related to the conceptual content of a document

1.1. II11: # words of frequency equal to 1: # words of frequency equal to 1

2.2. Alternatively, TP = the lowest frequency that is not repeatedAlternatively, TP = the lowest frequency that is not repeated



IR and categorization IR and categorization 

Transition point indexing reduction techniqueTransition point indexing reduction technique

0.077175.37%28903TP60

0.084482.55%20477TP40

0.044683.25%19660TP20

0.033189,25%12616TP10

0.04630%117345Full

Mean 
Reciprocal 

Rank
% ReductionSize (Kb)Corpus

WebCLEFWebCLEF--05 task results (05 task results (TPxTPx: TP with a : TP with a neighbourhood of x%neighbourhood of x%))
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Text clustering Text clustering 
ClusteringClustering of very short narrowof very short narrow--domain textsdomain texts

ProblemsProblems
1.1. Organization of text set =Organization of text set =>> Data structuringData structuring
2.2. Searching interesting texts =Searching interesting texts =>> Clustering based Clustering based navigationnavigation

Typical situation Typical situation 
1.1. Free access to Free access to fullfull--text text scientific papers is limited to only scientific papers is limited to only 

their their abstractsabstracts consisting of no more than several dozens of consisting of no more than several dozens of 
words words 

2.2. Sometimes the set of Sometimes the set of fullfull--text text scientific papersscientific papers on a given on a given 
domaindomain areare not available not available is is absent absent at allat all and a library has and a library has 
only only abstractsabstracts

Typical opinionTypical opinion
Usual Usual keywordkeyword--basedbased methods work well methods work well 



Text clustering Text clustering 
ClusteringClustering of very short narrowof very short narrow--domain textsdomain texts

Very short textsVery short texts
1. Texts from 1. Texts from differentdifferent domainsdomains
2. Texts from 2. Texts from narrow narrow domainsdomains
SocietySociety SciencesSciences Physics  Physics  
CultureCulture PhysicsPhysics Nuclear physics Nuclear physics 
EconomicsEconomics ChemistryChemistry Experimental physics Experimental physics 
PoliticsPolitics BiologyBiology Optical physicsOptical physics
……………… …………………… ………………
NoNo intersection         intersection         WeakWeak intersection   intersection   StrongStrong intersection intersection 
of vocabularies          of vocabularies       of vocabularies  of vocabularies          of vocabularies       of vocabularies  

Problem:Problem: the stronger the the stronger the vocabulary intersectionvocabulary intersection is, the moreis, the more
unstableunstable results areresults are



Text clustering Text clustering 
ClusteringClustering of very short narrowof very short narrow--domain textsdomain texts

Very short textsVery short texts
1. 1. News News and other and other selfself--containedcontained
2. 2. AbstractsAbstracts of full scientific texts or technical papersof full scientific texts or technical papers

AbstractsAbstracts explain the explain the goalsgoals of the research reported in the paper of the research reported in the paper 
(the problem), while (the problem), while paperspapers explain the explain the methodsmethods used to achieve used to achieve 
these goals (i.e., the algorithms)these goals (i.e., the algorithms)

Our goal is to shorten the gap between:Our goal is to shorten the gap between:
1.1. Automatic Automatic abstractabstract clustering clustering vs. vs. 

manual manual abstract abstract clusteringclustering
2.2. Automatic Automatic abstractabstract clustering clustering vs. vs. 

manual manual paperpaper clusteringclustering

Problem:Problem: impreciseimprecise results when clustering abstracts  results when clustering abstracts  



Text clustering Text clustering 
ClusteringClustering of very short narrowof very short narrow--domain textsdomain texts

Very short texts Very short texts (50(50--100 words)100 words)
1. Absolute frequency of indexes are sometimes1. Absolute frequency of indexes are sometimes 33--4 generally 04 generally 0--22
2. Only2. Only 5%5%--15%15% of the vocabulary is used in every textof the vocabulary is used in every text



Text clustering Text clustering 
ClusteringClustering of very short narrowof very short narrow--domain textsdomain texts

Traditional approach Traditional approach 

1. Constructing word frequency list1. Constructing word frequency list
stopstop--words are eliminated words are eliminated 
words having the same base meaning are joined (words having the same base meaning are joined (stemmingstemming))

2. Constructing text images 2. Constructing text images according to  according to  tftf or  or  tftf--idfidf techniques techniques 
tftfi,ji,j =  =  ffi,ji,j / / maxmaxffi,ji,j idfidf ii = Log (= Log (N/N/nnii)) ii--thth word,  word,  jj--thth texttext

3. Clustering  3. Clustering  using theusing the cosine  measurecosine  measure

From (2) :From (2) : highhigh randomness randomness in text imagesin text images

Results: Results: not such a big problem when texts are from different not such a big problem when texts are from different 
domains, but when they are narrow domaindomains, but when they are narrow domain……



Text clustering Text clustering 
ClusteringClustering of very short narrowof very short narrow--domain textsdomain texts

Struggling for stabilityStruggling for stability

Using compensative effectUsing compensative effect
To join indexes (keywords) :To join indexes (keywords) :

((ww11 , w, w22 , ...., ....wwnn)  => )  => WW11 = = ((ww11, w, w33, w, w1919),  ),  WW22 = = ((ww77, w, w1313, w, w2323),.. ),.. 
To cluster abstracts in new index space (cluster coordinates):To cluster abstracts in new index space (cluster coordinates):

((WW11 , W, W22 ,....,....))

Selection of group of indexesSelection of group of indexes
1. Use 1. Use synsetssynsets of an appropriate ontologyof an appropriate ontology
2. Use a 2. Use a thesaurusthesaurus of a given domainof a given domain
3. 3. ClusterCluster the words in the space of texts   the words in the space of texts   <= <= our approach our approach 

((MajorClustMajorClust algorithm)algorithm)
Weighting indexesWeighting indexes WWkk = = ?? ddi,ji,j / / NNkk,                      ,                      
kk is the number of the cluster, is the number of the cluster, ii and and jj are the elements of this clusters (are the elements of this clusters (ii ?? jj), ), 
NNkk is the number of links in the cluster is the number of links in the cluster kk ..



Text clustering Text clustering 
ClusteringClustering of very short narrowof very short narrow--domain textsdomain texts

An object belongs to theAn object belongs to the
cluster whom the majority cluster whom the majority 
of its neighboursof its neighbours belong tobelong to

SubSub--optimal solutionoptimal solution: : 
only a limited part of only a limited part of 
neighbours is consideredneighbours is considered



Text clustering Text clustering 
ClusteringClustering of very short narrowof very short narrow--domain textsdomain texts

Struggling for precisionStruggling for precision
Using  a more adequate measureUsing  a more adequate measure

We use We use cosine measurecosine measure CC1,21,2 ==
where where 1, 21, 2 are the numbers of texts                        are the numbers of texts                        
xxk,ik,i are the   cluster coordinates                                 are the   cluster coordinates                                 

Coordinate transformation:Coordinate transformation:
xxkiki =  log (1 + =  log (1 + ffk,ik,i) / log (1 + max( ) / log (1 + max( ffii))))

Aim:Aim: smoothing smoothing of high frequencies typical of high frequencies typical abstract wordsabstract words
(e.g. method, experiment, result etc.)(e.g. method, experiment, result etc.)

( )
,

,

21

21

xx
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Text clustering Text clustering 
ClusteringClustering of very short narrowof very short narrow--domain textsdomain texts

Clustering indexesClustering indexes
MajorClustMajorClust method: method: 
number of clusters is defined number of clusters is defined automaticallyautomatically

Clustering abstractsClustering abstracts
NNNN methodmethod (hierarchy(hierarchy--based)based)
KK--meansmeans methodmethod (example(example--based)based)
MajorClustMajorClust methodmethod (density(density--based)based)

Abstracts Abstracts (preliminary results)(preliminary results)
-- Using compensative effect improves resultsUsing compensative effect improves results
-- Using logarithmic measure improves resultsUsing logarithmic measure improves results



Text clustering Text clustering 
ClusteringClustering of very short narrowof very short narrow--domain textsdomain texts

ExperimentsExperiments: : Clustering Clustering abstracts CICLingabstracts CICLing--20022002
Indexing: 390 keywordsIndexing: 390 keywords

Gold standard: Gold standard: 44 clusters (obtained also with clusters (obtained also with MajorClusterMajorCluster):):
LinguisticLinguistic (semantics, syntax, morphology, parsing)(semantics, syntax, morphology, parsing)
AmbiguityAmbiguity (word sense disambiguation, anaphora, tagging, spelling)(word sense disambiguation, anaphora, tagging, spelling)
LexiconLexicon (lexicon and corpus, text generation)(lexicon and corpus, text generation)
Text processingText processing (information retrieval, summarization, text classification)(information retrieval, summarization, text classification)

Narrow domain:Narrow domain: e.g. Ve.g. V22 nn VV44 = 70%= 70%

Indexing log Scaling F-measure 
tf-idf No 0.64  
tf No 0.57  
Grouping Yes 0.78  
Grouping No 0.68 

 



Text clustering Text clustering 
ClusteringClustering of very short narrowof very short narrow--domain textsdomain texts

Digital library and Internet repositories should provide  Digital library and Internet repositories should provide  
open accessopen access both to both to abstractsabstracts and to and to document imagesdocument images
of full papersof full papers: this does not violate the copyright of authors! : this does not violate the copyright of authors! 

Proposal by Proposal by Dr. Dr. PavelPavel MakagonovMakagonov
MixtecaMixteca University of Technology, MexicoUniversity of Technology, Mexico



Text clustering Text clustering 
Cluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialoguesCluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialogues

Spanish Railway ServiceSpanish Railway Service

Goal: Goal: Designing Designing automatic automatic 
dialogues  systemsdialogues  systems

Problem: Revealing the Problem: Revealing the typical typical 
scenariosscenarios of dialogof dialog

Data: 100 realData: 100 real dialoguesdialogues

Difficulties:Difficulties:
Information is Information is fuzzyfuzzy
Information is Information is absentabsent
Information is in a Information is in a hidden formhidden form

DI:   Renfe customer service, good morning
US: Good morning
DI:   May I help you?
US: Yes, please: I would like to know about 

a train from Valencia to Barcelona.
DI:   What day are you interested in?
US: Next Thursday, in the afternoon.
DI:   Let’s see. <PAUSE> On Thursday 

there is an EuroMed leaving at 3 P.M. 
and arriving in Barcelona at 6.45 P.M. 

US: What about the next train?  
DI:  It leaves at 8 P.M.
US: Too late. Thank you. Bye.

US = User
DI        = Directory Inquire Service 
Length = 25% like this



Text clustering Text clustering 
Cluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialoguesCluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialogues

Spanish Railway ServiceSpanish Railway Service

Usual solution:Usual solution:
ManualManual evaluation evaluation 
of personof person--to person dialogsto person dialogs
based on based on lexical analysislexical analysis

Additional results of lexical analysis:
Why citizens of Tarragona like to travel on Sunday?
Why citizens of Madrid like to ask for discounts?

Example of solution:Example of solution:
Hour of departure, discountsHour of departure, discounts
Hour of departure, priceHour of departure, price
Return ticketReturn ticket
Type of trainType of train



Text clustering Text clustering 
Cluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialoguesCluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialogues

Type of parametersType of parameters
Reflecting Reflecting transporttransport service     service     
Reflecting Reflecting passengerpassenger behaviourbehaviour

List of parametersList of parameters
Town importance    0, 0.25,Town importance    0, 0.25,……1        1        
Urgency                   Urgency                   0, 0.5, 10, 0.5, 1
Return ticket            1/0Return ticket            1/0
Time of departure  Time of departure  
Time of departure (return) Time of departure (return) 
WagonWagon--lit                1/0lit                1/0
Discounts                Discounts                1/01/0
Length of talking     Length of talking     0, 0.25,0, 0.25,…….1.1
Politeness                Politeness                0, 0.25, 10, 0.25, 1

……

DifficultiesDifficulties
Information is Information is fuzzyfuzzy
Information is Information is absentabsent
Information is in a Information is in a hidden formhidden form

Nominal scalesNominal scales
Time of departure:          Time of departure:          
Indifference              1/0Indifference              1/0
Morning  or  day      1/0Morning  or  day      1/0
Evening   or  night   1/0Evening   or  night   1/0
=>=> [(1,0,0) , (0,1,0), (0,0,1)] [(1,0,0) , (0,1,0), (0,0,1)] 

PresumptionPresumption
For absent parameters For absent parameters 
it is used: it is used: 
-- a value of a value of indifferenceindifference
-- the the cheapestcheapest and and simplestsimplest

alternative alternative 



Text clustering Text clustering 
Cluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialoguesCluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialogues

Problems  Problems  
Influence of dominant parameters Influence of dominant parameters =>  =>  real structure  will be hidden real structure  will be hidden 

Influence of noise  Influence of noise  =>=> real structure will be disfigured real structure will be disfigured 

Parameter analysis Parameter analysis => => Filtering parameters:Filtering parameters:
GroupsGroups of parameters of parameters 

1. Significant value for 1. Significant value for 90%90%--95%95% of objectsof objects

2. Significant value for 2. Significant value for 5%5%--10%10% of objectsof objects

=>=> 3. Significant3. Significant value for value for more  ~  20%more  ~  20%--30% 30% of objectsof objects

RoleRole of parameters:of parameters:

1. First group parameters are oriented to 1. First group parameters are oriented to uniformuniform object set: object set: eliminatedeliminated

2. Second group parameters oriented to very granulated object se2. Second group parameters oriented to very granulated object set (in  t (in  

subsystemssubsystems): ): eliminatedeliminated



Text clustering Text clustering 
Cluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialoguesCluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialogues



Text clustering Text clustering 
Cluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialoguesCluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialogues

Objects/Attributes matrixObjects/Attributes matrix
Clustering methods:Clustering methods:
NNNN methodmethod
KK--meansmeans methodmethod
MajorClustMajorClust methodmethod



Text clustering Text clustering 
Cluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialoguesCluster analysis of transcribed spoken dialogues

Some conclusions:Some conclusions:

1.1. Scenarios of dialogues may be determined by Scenarios of dialogues may be determined by 
clustering clustering them in the them in the space of parametersspace of parameters defined bydefined by
an expertan expert

2.2. Importance of how to parameterize dialogues in order Importance of how to parameterize dialogues in order 
to compensate to compensate incompleteness and fuzziness incompleteness and fuzziness of of 
source informationsource information

3.3. Procedure of Procedure of weightingweighting dialogues and parameters dialogues and parameters 
allows to obtain  information allows to obtain  information useful useful for a user for a user 

4.4. The The MajorClustMajorClust methodmethod seems to be the one for seems to be the one for 
solving this kind of problemssolving this kind of problems



1.1. KnowledgeKnowledge--based lexical disambiguationbased lexical disambiguation
2.2. Question Answering (QA)Question Answering (QA)
3.3. The web as lexical resourceThe web as lexical resource
4.4. Information Retrieval (IR) and categorizationInformation Retrieval (IR) and categorization
5.5. Text clusteringText clustering
6.6. ThanksThanks


